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Abstract 

This paper is a continuation of Part I where the general setup was developed. 
Here we discuss the general equivalence problem for geometric structures and 
provide criteria for the equivalence, local and global, of transitive structures. 
Cartan’s Flag Systems illustrate the theory as a major example and, finally, 
some attention though little is given to non-transitive structures with regular 
orbits, i.e., intransitivity classes. 

1. Introduction 

In the Part I, we recalled the theory of Differential Invariants as 
conceived by Sophus Lie and placed it in a context best suited for the 
study of the equivalence problem for geometric structures. It is 
interesting to add some more remarks proper to what we shall discuss in 
the sequel and, firstly, let us recall what the Finiteness Theorem for the 
differential invariants, proved in Part 1, brings to the equivalence 
problem. A germ of a structure S being fixed, we are interested in the 
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formal equivalence, general or restricted, of S with the germs of 
neighbouring structures or those eventually located on other manifolds. 
We are as well interested in global equivalences, these however offering 
several additional difficulties of quite a different nature since 
globalization is always a hard topological task. Let us now place 
ourselves back into the neighborhoods kW  as described in the statement 

of the Finiteness Theorem of the Part I. The constancy of the th-k  order 

differential invariants provides us with a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the th-k  order equivalence, namely: The jet-k  of a structure 

S ’ is equivalent to the jet-k  of S if and only if the th-k  order differential 

invariants assume the same values on both jets, these two jets belonging 
therefore to the same orbit in .kW  Similarly, two infinite jets of 

structures, elements of lim proj ,kW  are equivalent whenever they are so 

at every finite order. Since from an integer µ  onwards the higher order 

differential invariants are all obtained by iterated formal admissible 
derivations of those of order ,µ≤  we infer that the infinitely many 

equivalence conditions are all consequences of those of order µ≤  and, 

moreover, just of a finite number of them, namely a finite fundamental 
system of such invariants. In the next section, we shall examine the 
formal equivalence problem for the formally transitive structures and, in 
later sections, more specific types of structures will also be discussed. As 
for the first mentioned structures, we shall see that the formal 
equivalence takes place if and only if the restrictions of the differential 
invariants of orders ,µ≤  to the flows of the same order associated to 

these structures, assume the same values and, further, the restrictions of 
the derived invariants to the flows of higher orders vanish. We shall see 
as well that when the flows of orders µ≤  associated to the germs of two 

structures are transverse to the trajectories - the opposite of transitivity - 
then a necessary and sufficient condition for the formal equivalence is the 
existence of a germ of local diffeomorphism ϕ  of P such that the 
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restriction of every invariant of order µ≤  to one of these jets of structure 

be equal to the restriction to the other jet composed with ,ϕ  the same 

property thereafter holding for all the invariants of higher order. 

It now only remains to determine criteria under which the 
hypotheses 2H  and ,3H  stated in Part I, Section 9, are verified and it is 

precisely here that the specific nature of the prolongation spaces E 
intervenes. As for the hypothesis ,2H  it will be realised, for example, 

upon requiring the local regularity, at a given order ,k  of the 

distributions k∆  and 1, +∆ kk  together with the 2-acyclicity (or even 

involutivity) of kk ,1−∆  and arguing as in Quillen’s criterion (while 

assuming of course that 1-acyclicity already holds on a sequence of open 
sets ,kW  this reviving now the hypothesis 1H ). A more elaborate 

analysis (see [5]) shows the possibility of linking the complex-δ  

associated to the kernels kk ,1−∆  with the corresponding complex-δ  

associated to the kernels of the spaces ( )LkJ~  and consequently, in view 

of the prolongation spaces structure, with that constructed by means of 
the kernels of the spaces ,Lk+J  the later introducing however a shifting, 

by one unit, in the cohomology groups. This matter will be discussed in 
more detail in later sections. However, it is also worthwhile to mention 
that we can employ, in this context, the method of characters by 
extending the reasoning of [6], Section 24, and relate the characters of 
the kernels of Lk+J  with those of .,1 kk −∆  

Finally concerning the hypothesis ,3H  not much can be simplified in 

the specific case of prolongation spaces. Apparently, the most efficacious 
criteria are provided, on the one hand, by the Proposition 21.5 of [6] that 
involves the bracket of formal and holonomic derivations and, on the 
other, by the Proposition 25.4 that relies on the explicit formula (25.5) 
which, surprisingly, can already be found in Lie’s work. The hypotheses 
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underlying the last proposition are no other than conditions of 
transversality, in the strict sense, of the th-k  order flows of local sections 

S of the fibration PE →  with the trajectories of ,k∆  such conditions 

being entirely antipodal to a formal transitivity hypothesis. We finally 
remark that it is possible to transcribe all the results stated above in the 
case where ( )pPE ,,, π  is no more than a prolongation space relative to 

an infinitesimal Lie pseudo-algebra L  ([2]). 

2. Subordinate Prolongation Spaces  
and Formal Transitivity 

Let us begin by stating a very naive lemma, consequence of the 
functoriality properties of the prolongation operation, that nevertheless 
is at the basis of everything that follows. 

Lemma 1. Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite prolongation space, ξ  be a 

local vector field defined on P and ϕ  be a local diffeomorphism such that 

( ) =ξα ( ).ϕα  Under these conditions, ( ) ( ).ξϕ=ξϕ ∗∗ ppp  

Let us next assume that the prolongation space has finite order .  In 
order to render notations easier, we denote by hZZ  the projection 

EJEJ h→k  and by hZZ −→ k  the semi-holonomic inclusion into 

( ),EJJ hh−k  the same notations applying as well to .Pk∏  We observe 

that the elements of ( )EJJ hh−k  can be canonically identified with the     

(k − h)-th order holonomic contact elements of dimension n that are 

transverse to the fibration ,PEJh →−  the contact element hZ −k  being 

issued at the point .hY  This being so, the groupoid P1++∏ k  operates to 

the left (or to the right if one prefers so) on 

(a) ,1, +≤ kmEJm  by means of the prolongation spaces law, in view 

of the Lemma 2, Section 2 in [9] or else by the left action (1) (loc.cit., pg. 
5, Part I), and the projection .1 PP kk +++ ∏→−∏  
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(b) ( ) ,1, +≤− kmEJJ hhm  by applying twice the above lemma. 

(c) ,TPJ k+  by the standard action. 

(d) ( ),ETJJ hh−k  thanks to the left action h+Λk  (loc. cit.) followed by 

the standard action hence, in particular, on .ETJk  

These actions are compatible with all the fibrations and it is quite 
evident that (a) and (b) are co-variant by means of the canonical 
inclusion. Furthermore, the preceding lemma implies that the 
infinitesimal prolongation operation is compatible with these actions. In 
fact, taking ( ) ,,1 TPJyjPY kkk ++++ ∈ξ∏∈  and ( ( )) ( )yjyjY η=ξ ++ kk  

then, for all EJZ h∈  composable with Y, the element transformed by Y 

via the action (d) of the jet ( ) ( )Zpj hh ξ−k  is equal to ( ) ( )( ).ZYpj hh η−k  

Moreover, we can extend the action of P1++∏ k  to EJTPJ hP×+k  

acting separately on each factor. The previous considerations can now be 

summarized by the following statement (cf. (7), [9], where we replace kλ  

by kk +λ + ,h  by h++ k  and ETJk  by ( )).ETJJh k  

Lemma 2. The mapping 

( ) ( )ETJJEJTPJ hhhPhh −+−+ →−×λ kkk :  

is a differential co-variant with respect to the action by Ph++∏ k  or, in 

other words, this mapping commutes with both actions. 

In particular, we derive the following conclusions: Let ,1 PY ++∏∈ k  

( ( )) ( )yjyjYEJZ ′η=ξ∈ +++ kkk ,1  and assume further that ξhp  is 

tangent of order k − h to the contact element (of order 1+− hk )      

( ) hZ −+1k ( ).1 EJJ hh−+∈ k  Then the vector field ηhp  is tangent of order 

k − h to the contact element ( ) ( ),,1 ZYWW h =−+k  since Y transforms 

( ) hZ −+1k  onto ( ) hW −+1k  and ( )hhh Zpj ξ−k  onto ( ).hhh Wpj η−k  
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Lemma 3. The action of P1++∏ k  is compatible with the tangency 
relations between prolongued vector fields and contact elements. 

Let us now introduce the (eventually singular) vector bundles, with 
base space ,EJk  

{( ) ( ) },,, 00 EJZYZY Z kkk ∈∈= ++ RR   (1) 

where 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )},,00 ZypTPJyj ZZ α==ξ∈ξ= +++ kkkkR  

and 

( ),ker 0
1

0
−+++ →= kkk RRg   (2) 

the choice of the notations being justified by the fact that the linear 
isotropies as well as the symbols of orders k+  of a given structure S of 
species E can simply be obtained as the inverse images of these bundles 
via the flow Sjk  or, in other terms, by the relations 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ., 1010
kkkkkk +

−
++

−
+ == gg SjSSjS RR   (3) 

The following sequence, where the third arrow is the morphism (7) in [9], 
is of course exact: 

.00 0 →−∆→−×→−→−
λ

++ kkkk
kEJTPJ PR   (4) 

The preceding lemmas show in particular that each term of this 
sequence is invariant by the corresponding action of .1 P++∏ k  Moreover, 

the action of P1++∏ k  induced on 0
k+R  factors to Pk+∏  since it is no 

other than the parts of the orders k+≤  that operate on the total 
isotropy .0 TPJ k+  Finally, we observe that the action of Pk+∏  on 

EJTPJ P kk ×+
0  leaves invariant the sub-space 

( ) EJTPPTS P k
k

k ×⊗⊂ ∗+
+g  

and the induced action on the tensorial term factors, via ,1 PP ∏→−∏ +k  

since it is only the first order part that operates on the symbols. 
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Lemma 4. For all ,EJZ k∈  the symbol ( )Zk+g  is the th-k  algebraic 

prolongation of ( ) ( )Zβg  and, consequently, k+g  is entirely determined by 

g  via the relation ( ) ,EJE k
k

k ⊗=+ gg  where ( )kg  is the th-k  algebraic 

prolongation of .g  

In fact, it suffices to choose a section S of E such that ( )ySjZ k=  and 

apply the Proposition 4 in [9]. The previous discussion also entails the 
following lemma: 

Lemma 5. Let 0Ω  be an orbit of P∏  in E. For every ,k  the restriction 

( )0
1 Ωβ−g  is a vector bundle of constant rank on the manifold 

( ).0
1 Ωβ−  Further, taking any two points ( )0

1, Ωβ∈′ −ZZ  and assuming 

that the jet PY ∏∈  transforms ( )Zβ  in ( ),Z ′β  then ( )Zk+g  is 

transformed onto ( )Z ′+kg  by the tensorial extension of the 1-jet ,1Y  

projection of Y, considered as a linear transformation ( ) ( ) .PTPT ZZ ′αα →−  

Corollary 1. For all ,k  the Spencer ogyomolcoh-δ  complexes 

associated to the symbols ( )Zk+g  and ( )Z ′+kg  taken at any two 

arbitrary points of ( )0
1 Ωβ−  are isomorphic by means of the restriction of 

an isomorphism, of the total complexes, produced by the linear part of an 
element belonging to P∏  that sends ( )PT Zα  into ( ) .PT Z ′α  Consequently, 

the symbols have the same homological properties along the sub-manifold 

( ).0
1 Ωβ−  In particular, when S is a section of E taking its values in 

( ),0
1 Ωβ−  then the symbol ( )Sk+g  is a vector bundle of constant rank and 

each fibre has the same homological properties. 

Lemma 6. Let 0Ω  be an orbit of P∏  in E. Then, for every ,k  the 

vector bundle ( )
0Ωkg  is of constant rank and is invariant by the action 

of the groupoid P∏  on ( ) ,0Ω×⊗∗+
PTPPTS k  the action on the first 

term factoring by .1 PP ∏→−∏  Furthermore, ( ) ( )k
k gg =Ωβ−+ 0

1  
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( ).0
1

0 Ωβ× −
Ω  Moreover, if S is a section of E taking its values in ,0Ω  

then the groupoid ( )SR  is transitive on ( )Sα  and the linear action of 

( )( )SR1ρ  leaves invariant the vector bundle ( ).Sk+g  

Lemma 7. Let kF  be an orbit, in ,EJk  of the finite or infinitesimal 

action (i.e., an orbit kΩ  or kω ) of Pk+∏  and let us write ,kFF ρ=h  

.0 k≤≤ h  Under these conditions: 

(i) hF  is a finite or infinitesimal orbit of EJh  according to the nature 

of the corresponding .-orbitk  

(ii) The action of P1++∏ k  on ,0, k≤≤×+ hTPJ hPh F  leaves 

invariant the sub-bundles hh FR0
+  and ,hFk+g  the induced action 

then factoring to ,Pk+∏  and operating transitively in the base space .hF  

The isotropies ( )Zh
0
+R  and ( )Zh ′+

0R  as well as the symbols ( )Zh+g  

and ( ) ,Zh ′+g  at any two points ,, hZZ F∈′  are therefore isomorphic by 

means of the action by the elements of ,Pk+∏  resp., .1 P∏  

(iii) The action of P1++∏ k  on ,0, k≤≤ hETJ hh F  leaves 

invariant the sub-bundle ,hh F∆  the fibres at any two arbitrary points 

being isomorphic via the above action and, moreover, .hhh TFF =∆  

(iv) The restrictions hhh FFR k++ g,0  and hhh TFF =∆  are 

vector bundles of constant rank. 

By all that has already been said, the proof is obvious. Let us mention 
however that, in view of the exactness of the sequence (4), the vector 

bundles 0
h+R  and h∆  are simultaneously regular i.e., when one of them 

is regular then the other is also necessarily regular. We next state 
(without proof!) a rather long lemma that outlines all the basic 
techniques to be used from here onwards. 
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Lemma 8. The hypotheses being those of the preceding lemma, for 
each solution S of kF  namely, a section S of the prolongation space E such 
that Sjk  takes its values in ,kF  the equations ( )Sh+R  and 

( ) ,0, k≤≤+ hShR  are transitive in ( )Sα  and the bundles ( ),Sh+R  

( )Sh
0
+R  and ( )Sh+g  are all of constant rank. Further, ( )Sh+R  is a 

closed and locally trivial Lie (differentiable) sub-groupoid, its 
differentiable structure being regularly embedded in ( ).Sh α∏ +  The non-

linear isotropy ( )Sh
0
+R  is a closed and locally trivial sub-bundle of 

( ),0 Sh α∏ +  each fibre being a closed Lie sub-group of the total group. The 

projection ( )Shh +−+ρ R1  is a locally trivial Lie sub-groupoid of 
( )Sh α∏ −+ 1  and the non-linear symbol 

( ) ( ( ) ( ))SSS hhhh +−+++ ρ→−= RR 1kerg  

is a locally trivial affine sub-bundle (unless when 1=  and ,0=h  in 
which case the fibre is a linear group) of the total symbol above 

( ).1 Shh +−+ρ R  Finally, the groupoid ( )Sh+R  leaves invariant the sub-

bundles ( )Sh
0
+R  and ( )Sh+g  via the standard actions on TPJ h

0
+  and 

,TPPTS h ⊗∗+  respectively. Inasmuch, ( )Sh+R  leaves invariant the 

isotropy ( )Sh
0
+R  via the action on Ph

0
+∏  defined by conjugation, as 

well as the non-linear symbol ( )Sh+g  via the standard action on the total 
symbol defined by the translations to the left or to the right. We deduce 
that any two fibres of ( )Sh

0
+R  and ( ) ( )( )SIdSh α=+g  are always 

isomorphic as Lie groups and that those of ( )Sh+g  are also isomorphic as 
homogeneous spaces. 

Lemma 9. The data as well as the hypotheses being those of the 
preceding lemma, we also have the following equalities, for ,10 −≤≤ kh  

( ) ( )SpS hh
00

1 +++ = RR  and ( ) ( ),1 SpS hh +++ = RR  where p is the 

standard prolongation operator for partial differential equations. 
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We finally introduce the (eventually singular) vector bundle with 
basis EJ 1+k  

{( ) ( ) },,, 1EJZYZY Z +++ ∈∈= kkk RR   (5) 

where 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) }.11 −++++ =ξρ∈ξ= kkkkk ZTPJzj ZZR  

Observe that ( ) ( )EJJZ kk 111 ∈−+  is a first order contact element namely, 

a transverse vector sub-space of .EJTZ kk
 The choice of these notations is 

justified by the relation 

( ) ( ) .1
1 kkk +

−
++ = RR SjS   (6) 

Lemma 10. The fibre bundle k+R  is invariant under the action of 

P1++∏ k  on .1EJTPJ P ++ × kk  If 1+kF  is a finite or infinitesimal orbit 

in ,1EJ +k  then the restriction 1++ kk FR  is of constant rank and any 

two fibres are isomorphic by the action of some element in .1 P++∏ k  

Let us recall (cf., the Theorem 2 in [9]) that each trajectory kΩ  is a 
locally trivial sub-bundle of EJk  isomorphic to the quotient space 
( ) ( ).YHP yk+∏  Inasmuch, an infinitesimal trajectory kω  is a locally 

trivial sub-bundle since it is isomorphic to the quotient of the connected 
component of the unit y in ( )yPk+∏  by the isotropy (we shall be careful 

to assume P connected otherwise kω  is just a bundle whose basis is the 
connected component of P containing the point y). We can thus consider 
any trajectory ,kF  finite or infinitesimal, as a non-linear partial 
differential equation (a non-linear differential system) of order k  on the 
fibration (and prolongation space) PE →−π :  that we shall call a 
fundamental equation of order .k  

Lemma 11. Let 1+kF  be a fundamental equation, kF  its projection at 

th-k  order and assume that .1 φ≠+ kk FF p∩  Under these conditions, 

kk FF p⊂+1  and therefore kFp  is a union of trajectories. 
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Lemma 12. A fundamental equation kF  is 1-integrable namely, the 

property ( ) kkk FF =ρ p  holds, if and only if φ≠kFp  (for every fibre). 

This condition being verified, the prolongation kFp  is a locally trivial 

affine sub-bundle of ,1 kk F→−+ EJ  where E is assumed to be a finite 

prolongation space. 

Let us denote by kFhp  the prolongation of order h of .kF  Arguing as 

previously, we can also show the 

Corollary 2. A fundamental equation kF  verifies the extended 

equality ( ) kkk FF =ρ hp  if and only if φ≠kFhp  and, whenever this 

condition is verified, the following properties also hold: 

(i) For every kFµ≤µ ph,  is a locally trivial (and non-void) sub-

bundle of kk F→−µ+ EJ  saturated by the orbits of order ,µ+k  finite or 

infinitesimal according to the nature of .kF  

(ii) ( ) ., hppp ≤η+µ= η+µηµ kk FF  

We observe, however, that the property φ≠kFhp  does not imply, in 

general, the h-integrability of ,kF  namely, the property 

( ) .,1 hpp ≤µ=ρ µ+µµ kk FF  

The above property only implies the 1-integrability. 

Let us next examine the tangent symbol of a fundamental equation. 
On the one hand, it is clear that this symbol at the point EJZ k∈  is 

simply the contact element 

( ) [( ) ( ) ],ker
11,1 ZZZ −ρ−− ∆→−∆=∆

kkkkk  

( ) [( ) ] [ ] { },,1 ZEVPTSEJVEPTS ZZZEZ ×⊗=×⊗⊂∆ β
∗
α

∗
−

k
k

k
kk  

and, on the other, we see immediately that the diagram below is 
commutative and exact (cf., the second diagram at the outset of Section 3 
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in [9]). Curiously enough, this diagram cannot be completed everywhere 
by surjectivities, as is so common in commutative diagrams, since 
structures do not behave always as nicely as one would like to and the 
problem resides in the lack of h-integrability or, stated equivalently, in 
the difficulty of approximating what we really look for namely, the 
integrability. 

Lemma 13. The first vertical sequence in (7) is surjective at the end if 
and only if the first horizontal sequence verifies the same property. 

 

In fact, the above snake arrow tells us that the following sequence is 
exact: 

( ) .0coker0 1,1 →ρ→∆→×⊗→ −+−
∗+

kkkk
k kEJTPPTS P  

The Lemma 1 can now be extended to the following assertion: 
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Lemma 14. Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite prolongation space of order 

ζ,  a local vector field defined on ϕ,E  a local diffeomorphism of P and 

we assume that ( ) ( ).ζα=ϕα p  Then, [ ( )] ( )[ ].ζϕ=ζϕ ∗∗ ppppp kkk  

We infer the following corollaries by taking also into account the 
Theorem 13.1 as well as the Proposition 14.2 in [6]. 

Lemma 15. The groupoid P1++∏ k  operates differentiably on the 

spaces ETJTEJ kk ,~  and ( ) .EJVEPTS E k
k ×⊗∗  The Lie sub-fibration 

VEJk
~  as well as the vector sub-bundle EVJk  are invariant by this action 

and the following exact sequences: 

,0~0 0 →−→−→−×→−
∑

kkkk
kk TJTEJEJTPJ p

P  

and 

( ) 00 1
,1

1 →−×→→×⊗→−
−

−
−

ρ∗ EJETJETJEJVEPTS EJ
T

E kkkk
k

k

kkk  

are co-variant. Furthermore, the action on the term VEPTS ⊗∗k  factors 

via PP 111 : ++++ ∏→−∏ρ k  and that on the term TPJ 0
k  via 

.: 1 PP kkk ∏→−∏ρ ++  

Lemma 16. Let kF  be a fundamental equation and 1−kF  its projection. 

By means of the canonical identification, 

[ ]1,1 ker −− →−=∆ kkkkk FFF TT  

is a locally trivial vector sub-bundle of ( ) k
k FEVEPTS ×⊗∗  invariant 

under the action of .Pk+∏  When 1≥k  and when kF∈′ZZ,  and 

PY k+∏∈  are such that ( ) ,ZZY ′=  then Y transforms ( )Zkk ,1−∆  in 

( )Z ′−∆ kk ,1  by means of the tensorial extension of the ( )1+ -jet ,1+Y  

projection of Y and consider as a linear map ( ) ( ) .ETET ZZ ′ββ →−  In the 

case where ,0=k  
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[ ] ,,:ker 0000,1 PYVETPTT ∏∈⊂→−π=∆− FFF  

and we can take any jet PY 11 ++ ∏∈  projecting upon Y. When kF  is an 

infinitesimal trajectory, we shall take care to restrict the action just to the 
open subset of Pk+∏  that leaves invariant .kF  

We next consider a pair 1+kF  and kF  of fundamental equations, 

,0≥k  verifying ( ) .1 kkk FF =ρ +  We shall study the geometrical 

properties of the fibration kk FF →−+1  inasmuch as a sub-fibration of the 

affine bundle kk F→−+ EJ 1  above the base space kF  (more precisely, it 

would be convenient to replace the term EJ 1+k  by ( ) ,1
1 EJ +
− ⊂ρ kkk F  

where ).: 1 EJEJ kkk →−ρ +  Since 1+kF  is an orbit, this fibration is 

obviously a locally trivial sub-bundle, any two fibres being isomorphic by 
the action of the elements belonging to .1 P++∏ k  We next recall ([6], 

Section 19) that EJEJ kk →−+1  is an affine bundle, the underlying 

vector bundle being equal to ( ) EJVEPTS E k
k ×⊗∗+1  and the affine 

action defined as follows: The point EJZ k∈  being fixed, a vector 

( ) ( ),,,1 ZzZyEVPTSv zy β=α=⊗∈ ∗+k  defines by means of the 

canonical identification ([6], Proposition 14.2) a vector field ( )vν  along 

the fiber ZA  of EJ 1+k  above the point Z. This vector field admits a 

global     1-parameter group ( )tϕ  of affine transformations and the affine 

action of v on ZAW ∈  is defined by ( ).1 WvW ϕ=+  We thus see that 

the set { ( ) }EVPTSvv zy ⊗∈ ∗+1kν  is the abelian Lie algebra of all the 

infinitesimal translations of the affine space .ZA  If we examine again 

the diagram (14.1) in [6], we shall observe that the pair ( )Wv,  identifies 

to an element in VEJ 1
~

+k  that projects onto ( )Z,0  by the morphism 

1,
~

+ρ kk  (see the first line of the diagram (14.1)). This means however, in 

setting ( )yjW σ= +1k  and ( ),WZ kρ=  that ( )Wv,  identifies to a jet 
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( ) ( ),1 yj σζ+k  where ζ  is a vertical vector field on E null to order k  (i.e., 

it vanishes up to order k ) along the image of the section σ  namely, 
( ) ( ) .0=σζ yjk  Equivalently, ζ  is a vertical vector field, on E, tangent 

to order k  along the image of σ  and at the point ( ).yσ  This being so, we 

see readily, and according to the diagram (14.1), that ( ) ( ) .1 WW pv ζ= +kν  

Let us now return to the fibration .: 1 kkk FF →−ρ +  Since 1+kF  is an 

orbit under the action of P1++∏ k  on ,1EJ +k  the fibre ( ) ,,1 kk FF ∈+ WW  

is the orbit of an arbitrary point ( )WW 1+∈′ kF  under the action of the 

sub-group ( )WK  of ( ) ,0
1 yP++∏ k  inverse image of the isotropy ( )ZH  by 

the projection .1, +ρ kk  Consequently, the fibre ( )W1+kF  is isomorphic to 

the homogeneous space ( ) ( )ZHWK  that, in general, is not connected. 

However, we can easily determine its connected components since they 
are simply the orbits of the connected component of the unity in ( )WK  

or, equivalently, the orbits of the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra 
( )Wk  of the group ( ).WK  We shall therefore study the algebra ( )Wq  of 

the vector fields on ,ZA  images by the infinitesimal action of ( ).Wk  We 

first remark that ( ) =+ WZT 1kF  ( )Z1, +∆ kk  and that consequently, every 

vector ( )WZTw 1+∈ kF  is obtained as follows: We take a local vector field 

ξ  of P defined in a neighbourhood of y and consider its prolongation 

( ).11 ξ=ξ ++ ppp kk  Under these conditions, ( ) ( )WWp 1,1 ++ ∆∈ξ kkk  if and 

only if ( ) =ξρ + ZpT 1kk  ( ) ( ),,0 WZp Z kk ρ==ξ  which means precisely 

that ( ) ( ).1 Wyj kk ∈ξ++  Moreover, the condition ( ) 0=ξ Zpk  also means, 

in writing ( ),yjZ σ= k  ( ),yz σ=  that (cf., [6], p.317, the remark just 

following the corollary): 

(a) ( ) 0=ξ zp  and 

(b) ξp  is tangent to order k  along im σ  at the point z. 
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Since we have nullity at the point z, we infer that the th-k  order 

tangency condition along the section σ  and at the point z only depends 
on the th-k  order jet of σ  at the point y or, in other terms, ξp  will also 

be tangent up to order k  along another section τ  and at the point z as 
soon as ( ) ( ).yjyj σ= kkτ  The vector field ξ  determines, by ( ) st-1+k  

order prolongation, a vector field ξ+1kp  tangent to ZA  and we shall 

write 

( ) ( ) .~ 11 ZZ AppAp ξ=ξ=ξ ++ kkν  

Since the prolongation operation preserves the brackets, i.e., 

[ ( ) ] [ ]( ),,, 111 ζξ=ζξ +++ ppppp kkk  

where ζ  is an arbitrary local vector field on E, then 

(1) [ ] ( ) ( )[ ] [ ]( ) ,,,~, 111 ZZ AppvApp ζξ=ξ=ζξ +++ kkk νν  

(2) [ ]ζξ,p  is a vertical vector field on E, 

(3) [ ]ζξ,p  is null up to order k  along the section σ  at the point ( )yσ  

since ζ  verifies the same property and ξp  is tangent to order k  along σ  

and vanishes at the point ( ).yσ  

We then infer that ( ) ( )[ ] ( ),,~ vv ′=ξ ννν  where EVPTSv zy ⊗∈′ ∗+1k  is 

the element that, for all ,ZAW ∈  determines the identification 

( ) ( [ ]( ) ( ) ( )).,,, 111 zjWVEJzpjWv ττ +++ =∈ζξ≡′ kkk  

The above relation shows that any vector field ( )ξν~  belongs to the 

normalizer, in ( ),ZAW  of the algebra of infinitesimal transformations of 

the affine space .ZA  Consequently, ( )Wq  is a finite dimensional Lie 

algebra, sub-algebra of the affine infinitesimal transformations of .ZA  

Since the above argumentation only puts in evidence the infinitesimal 
transformations, we see readily that the preceding results remain valid 
when 1+kF  and kF  are replaced just by infinitesimal orbits. 
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Theorem 1. Let ( )kk FF ,1+  be a pair of fundamental equations 

verifying .1 kkk FF =ρ +  The connected components of the fibre ( ) ,1 Z+kF  

,kF∈Z  are the orbits of the finite action, on ,ZA  of the connected affine 

Lie group whose Lie algebra is equal to ( ).Zq  If PY 1++∏∈ k  and if 

( ) ,WZY =ρk  then [( ) ] ( )WZY 11 ++ = kk FF  and the affine transformation 

( ) ( ) ,11 WZ EJEJ ++ →− kk  induced by Y, transforms ( )Zq  in ( )Wq  

conjugating the corresponding affine groups. 

Let us next assume that the first line of the diagram (7) is surjective 
at the end at a point ( ) .1 ZY +∈ kF  Since 1+kF  is an orbit, the Lemma 1 

implies that the same property will also hold at any other point ∈′Y  
( ) .1 Z+kF  Furthermore, the surjectivity of ( )Y1+k  shows that any vector 

in ( ) ( )YZYT 1,1 ++ ∆= kkkF  can be obtained by the prolongation of a vector 

field ξ  satisfying the property ( ) .1
1 PTPTSyj yy ⊗∈ξ ∗++
++

k
k  On account 

of the two commutative diagrams in the beginning of the Section 3 in 
Part I ([9]), we finally infer that ZAp ξ+1k  is an infinitesimal translation. 

Corollary 3. When 1+k  is surjective at a point 1+∈ kFW  then it is 

also surjective at any other point of 1+kF  and the Lie algebra ( ),Zq  

,kF∈Z  contains a sub-algebra ( )Zt  of infinitesimal translations whose 

orbit issued from a point of ( )Z1+kF  is equal to that of ( ).Zq  Each 

connected component of ( )Z1+kF  is an affine sub-space of .ZA  

Corollary 4. When 1+k  is surjective at a point in 1+kF  and if further 

the fibre ( )Z1+kF  is connected, then kkk FF →−ρ +1:  is a locally trivial 

affine sub-bundle of ,1 kk F→−+ EJ  any two fibres being linearly 

isomorphic under the action of .1 P++∏ k  

Lemma 17. Let ( ) µ≥kkF  be a family of fundamental equations 

verifying the following properties: kkk FF =ρ +1  and .1 φ≠+ kk FF p∩  

Under these conditions, kk FF p⊂+1  for all k  and there exists an integer 
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0µ  such that 1+kF  is an open sub-bundle of ., 0µ≥kkFp  The integer 0µ  

is the order of stability (1-acyclicity) of the Spencer complex-δ  associated 

to the tangent symbols of the equations kF  (and their prolongations). 

The proof is always essentially the same and so will be omitted. 

We now recall that a fundamental equation does not have necessarily 
any solution at all. Fortunately or not, there are non-analytic though 
involutive differential systems that do not possess any solution! As for 
the fundamental equations, if ever they possess a germ of a solution 
passing by one of their points then the same will hold for all the other 
points and the equation will be completely (or everywhere) integrable. It is 
worthwhile to state the following corollary, consequence of the preceding 
lemma, though containing some repetitions. 

Corollary 5. If ( ) µ≥kkF  is a family of integrable fundamental 

equations and if further the following property holds: ,1 kkk FF =ρ +  then 

kk FF p⊂+1  for all k  and 1+kF  is an open sub-bundle of kFp  for .0µ≥k  

We can even assume that 00 =µ  since the projection of an integrable 

fundamental equation is also integrable. 

Let us now return to the study of symbols. We know that 1++kg  is 
always the algebraic prolongation of k+g  but this is not the case, in 
general, for the kernels .,1 kk −∆  Nevertheless, 

Lemma 18. Let ( )kZ  be an element of EJ∞  and let us assume, for 

,µ≥k  that the morphism k  in the first horizontal sequence of (7) is 

surjective at the point .kZ  Under these conditions: 

(1) kkkk ,11, −+ ∆⊂∆ p  for ,µ≥k  and 

(2) the Spencer complex-δ  corresponding to the family ( ) µ≥−∆ kkk ,1  is 

p-acyclic at order pµ  (i.e., for pµ≥k ) if and only if the complex 

constructed with the aid of the family ( ) 0≥+ kkg  is ( )1+p -acyclic at order 

.1−µ+ p  
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As for the proof, it will suffice to recall ([9], Section 3) that the family 
( )k  is a natural transformation of the corresponding cohomology-δ  

complexes compatible with the algebraic prolongation operations 
performed on the principal parts and proceed with the diagram chasing 

below by confronting the term 1
1

−+
∗+ ⊗ kgPTq  with .,1 kk −

∗ ∆⊗PTq  

As for the notations, we suggest to have a glance at [12], p.83. 

 

(8) 

An entirely analogous argument, where we replace kk ,1−∆  by ,kh  

shows as well the following lemma that transcribes what we can expect 
when the surjectivity only occurs at the level .µ  

Lemma 19. Let EJZ µ∈  be an element such that the first horizontal 

sequence in (7) is surjective. Setting ( )µ−µµ ∆= ,1h  and indicating by ,kh   

,µ≥k  the ( ) th-µ−k  algebraic prolongation of ,µh  then kh  is p-acyclic if 

and only if 1−+kg  is ( ) .-1 acyclicp +  

Theorem 2. The hypotheses being those of the Lemma 14, let us 
further assume that there exists a formal solution ( ) µ≥kkZ  of the 

fundamental system ( ) µ≥= kkFF  (i.e., kk F∈Z  and kkk ZZ =ρ +1 ) such 

that the first sequence of (7) is surjective at the end along ( ).kZ  This being 

so, we infer that 
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(1) the same property of surjectivity also holds for any other formal 
solution ( )kWW =  of F, 

(2) kk FF p=+1  for ,0µ≥k  and 

(3) { },,sup 20 µµ=µ  where 2µ  is the integer such that the symbol 

,1, 2 −µ≥+ kkg  becomes 2-acyclic. 

We recall that the symbol ( ) ,, kkkk F∈+ ZZg  is entirely determined 

by ( )0Zg  and that the homological properties of this symbol are uniform 

along a trajectory kF  in E (cf., the Proposition 4 in [9], Section 6 and the 

Corollary 1). 

Remark. Under the hypotheses of the preceding theorem, we have 
assumed the surjectivity of the morphisms ,k  for ,µ≥k  in view of being 

able to guarantee the stability of the symbols tangent to the fundamental 
equations kF  by means of the 2-acyclicity of the algebraic symbols .k+g  

If we let down this property, very useful in applications, it will suffice to 
assume the surjectivity of the morphisms k  for .10 +µ≥k  

Corollary 6. The hypotheses being those of the last theorem, the 
solutions of 0µF  coincide with the simultaneous solutions of the (infinitely 

many) fundamental equations ( ) µ≥= kkFF  i.e., with the local sections S 

of E satisfying the conditions im ., µ≥⊂ kkk FSj  

Corollary 7. Let ( ) µ≥= kkFF  be a family of integrable fundamental 

equations verifying the property kkk FF =ρ +1  and let us assume further 

that ,1, 0 +µ≥kk  is surjective along a formal solution of 0, µF  being 

the integer that stabilizes the symbols tangent to the equations .kF  Under 

these conditions, we claim that kk FF p=+1  for all 0µ≥k  and that the 

solutions of 0µF  coincide with the simultaneous solutions of the system F. 

We also conclude thereafter that any particular solution of a given 
equation kF  is as well a simultaneous solution. 
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The sorites being terminated (21 pages), let us return to geometry 
and try to do some adequate work. We thus begin by considering a finite 
prolongation space ( )pPE ,,, π  of order  and take a local or global 

section S of E namely, a structure of species E. We shall say that S is 
homogeneous or transitive in the base space if the germs of S at any two 
points ( )Syy α∈′,  (the source of S) are always equivalent. In other 

terms, there exists a germ of local diffeomorphism φ  of P with source y 

and target y′  such that 

( ) ,1def
yyy SSpS ′

− =φφ=φ  

where yS  denotes the germ of S at the point y. Inasmuch, we shall say 

that S is homogeneous of order k  when the jets-k  of S at any two 

arbitrary points ( )Syy α∈′,  are th-k  order equivalent which means that 

there exists an invertible jet Pk+∏∈Y  such that ( ( )) ( ),ySjySjY ′= kk  

( ) ( ),, YyYy β=′α=  and where, by definition, ( ( )) ( ) ⋅= k
k YySjY  

( ) ( )k
k YYySj ,1−⋅  being the invertible jets-k  on E that corresponds, by 

prolongation, to the ( ) jet-k+  Y on P. We shall say, finally, that S is 

formally homogeneous when the above th-k  order condition is verified for 

all the integers .k  

We now assume that S is homogeneous of order k  which means that 
the set ( ) ( ){ }SyySj α∈k  is contained in a single trajectory, denoted by 

( ),SkΩ  under the action of the pseudo-group k+Γ  on ,EJk  natural 

prolongation, th-k  order, of the general pseudo-group ( )PΓ  of all local 

diffeomorphisms of the manifold P. Furthermore, when ( )Sα  is 

connected, the above set ( )SkΩ  is also contained in a single trajectory 

( )Skω  of the infinitesimal action k+L  since these latter trajectories are 

the connected components of the finite trajectories of .k+Γ  Each ( )SkΩ  

is a finite fundamental equation of order k  and each ( )Skω  is an 

infinitesimal fundamental equation of the same order. When S is 
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formally homogeneous, we shall denote by ( ) ( ( ))SS kΩ=Ω  the family of 

all the respective fundamental equations. If, further, Sjk  takes all its 

values in a given infinitesimal trajectory, we denote by ( ) ( ( ))SS kω=ω  

the corresponding family. 

Proposition 1. Let S be a homogeneous structure of order k  and 
( )SkΩ  its finite fundamental equation of the same order. Then ( )Sh 1+Ω  

( )Sp hΩ⊂  for every integer .k<h  If, furthermore, S is formally 

homogeneous, then there exists an integer 0µ  such that ( )Sh 1+Ω  is an 

open sub-bundle of ( )Sp hΩ  for any .0µ≥h  The integer 0µ  is the order of 

stability (1-acyclicity) of the Spencer complex-δ  associated to the symbols 

tangent to the equation ( ).SkΩ  If, moreover, the symbol (i.e., the fibre) of 
( )Sh 1+Ω  above ( )ShΩ  is, along ( )ySj∞  and for ,µ≥h  an affine sub-

space of the total symbol (more generally, if each connected component of 
the symbol is an affine sub-space), then ( ) ( )SpS hh Ω=Ω +1  for 

{ }.,sup 00 µµ=≥ hh  This being so, the solutions of ( )Sh0Ω  coincide 

with the simultaneous solutions of ( ).SΩ  The same properties also remain 

valid for ( )Sh 1+ω  and ( ),Sω  the integers 0µ  and 0h  being the same as 

those for ( ).SΩ  

It is clear that the solutions S′ of ( )SkΩ  are precisely the structures 

of species E that are th-k  order equivalent to the model S, the th-k  order 

equivalence taking place for all the couples of points ( )Sy α∈  and 
( ).Sy ′α∈′  The structures S ’ are of course homogeneous of order k  and 

any structure of this type whose jet at a single point is th-k  order 
equivalent to a jet-k  of S is a structure th-k  order equivalent to S. 

Likewise, the simultaneous solutions of the family ( )SΩ  are the structures 
formally equivalent to the model S, such structures being all formally 
homogeneous. We shall say that a structure is connected whenever ( )Sα  
is connected, a connected component of an arbitrary structure S being, by 
definition, the restriction of S to a connected component of ( ).Sα  Its 
image is a connected component of im S. 
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Proposition 2. Let S be a formally homogeneous structure. Then, the 
local or global structures of species E and formally equivalent to the model 
S are the solutions of ( ).SΩ  Moreover, when the hypotheses of the last 

proposition concerning the affine nature of the symbols of  ( )Sh−Ω  are 

verified, the formal equivalence is then a consequence of the equivalence at 
order .0h  Finally, when ( )Sω  is defined (which occurs especially when S 

is connected), the connected structures formally equivalent to the model S 
are the solutions of ( ).Sω  

The system ( )SΩ  is, according to the terminology of [13], the 

fundamental differential system for the structures of species E that are 
formally equivalent to S. In his article, the author considers the model 
structure defined on a manifold 0P  eventually distinct from P. In our 

case, we simply identify 0P  to an open set of P since it is always possible 

to transfer the model given on 0P  onto a model defined on an open set of 

P without, for that matter, modifying the equivalence relation. 

We could hereafter contemplate in defining the reduced fundamental 
system and in transcribing some of the results of [13]. However, we leave 
such transcriptions, not all together evident, to the care of the reader 
since, at present, we are inclined to examine other important aspects of 
the theory. 

Let us first observe that the different notions of homogeneity 
introduced above refer essentially to the pseudo-group ( )SΓ  of all the 

automorphisms of S as well as to the groupoids ( ).Sk+R  In fact, S is 

homogeneous when ( )SΓ  is transitive, homogeneous of order k  when the 

groupoid ( )Sk+R  is transitive and finally formally homogeneous when 

the transitivity of ( )Sk+R  occurs for all .k  We can therefore introduce 

the corresponding infinitesimal notions, namely, we can say that              
S is infinitesimally homogeneous when ( )SL  is transitive, th-k           

order infinitesimally homogeneous when ( )Sk+R  is transitive, i.e., 
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( ( )) ,PTS yy =β +kR  for all ,Py ∈  and formally infinitesimally homogeneous 

when the last condition is verified for all .k  When S is only defined on an 
open set ,U  we shall simply replace, in the above definitions, the 

manifold P by the open set .U  

Let S be a structure of species E and let us inquire for conditions 
rendering the target map ( ) PTS yy →−β +kR:  surjective. For this, we 

set ( )ySjY k+=  and recall that 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )}.SjimTpTPJyjS YYy kkkkk ∈ξ∈ξ= +++R  

However, since ( ( )) ( ) ,:, PEJpyj Yy →−αξα=ξβ=ξ ∗+ kkk  we see 

promptly that the surjectivity condition is given by ( ) ( ) .YY SjimT kk ∆⊂  

Consequently, a structure S is infinitesimally homogeneous of order k  if 
and only if Sjim k  is an integral sub-manifold of the distribution 

(differential system) .k∆  Taking into account the integrability 

(involutivity) of k∆  ([9], Theorem 2) and the fact that the integral leaves 

of k∆  are the connected components of the trajectories kΩ  of ,k+Γ  we 

obtain the following result: 

Proposition 3. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) S is infinitesimally homogeneous of order .k  

(2) Each connected component of Sjim k  is contained in an 

infinitesimal trajectory of .k+L  

(3) Each connected component of Sjim k  is contained in a finite 

trajectory of .k+Γ  

(4) Each connected component of im S is homogeneous of order .k  

Corollary 8. The following statements hold: 

(1) Every connected structure that is infinitesimally homogeneous of 
order k  is also homogeneous of order k  and every homogeneous structure 
of order k  is also infinitesimally homogeneous of the same order. 
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(2) Let S be a connected and infinitesimally homogeneous model 
structure of order .k  Then the class of all the connected structures S ’ 
equivalent to order k  to the model S is given by the connected solutions of 
the fundamental equation ( ).Skω  Each such equivalent structure S ’ is 

infinitesimally homogeneous of order k.  

(3) Let S be a connected and infinitesimally formally homogeneous 
model structure. Then the class of all the connected structures S’ formally 
equivalent to the model S is given by the connected solutions of the 
infinitesimal fundamental system ( )Sω  or, when the hypotheses of the 

Proposition 1 are verified, by the connected solutions of ( )Sh0ω  in which 

case the formal equivalence is a consequence of the equivalence at order 
.0h  Any solution S ’ is infinitesimally formally homogeneous. 

We next discuss the notion of transitivity. The structure S is said to 
be transitive of order k  or th-k  order transitive when it is homogeneous 

of order k  and, further, when the projections ( ) ( ) ,0, kk ≤≤→− ++ hSS hRR  

are all surjective (in fact, surmersions on account of the Lemma 8). The 
structure S is said formally transitive when the above conditions are 
verified for all k  and, finally, just transitive when it is formally transitive 
and, moreover, when ( ) ( ).SJS Γ= ++ kkR  In other terms, this means 

that any equivalence of finite order among the jets of S is actually 
realised (achieved) by the jet of a local automorphism of S. In essentially 
the same way, we can introduce the notions of th-k  order infinitesimal 

transitivity, formal infinitesimal transitivity and, for short, transitivity 
by simply replacing ( )SΓ  by ( )SL  and ( )Sk+R  by ( ).Sk+R  

We observe that the notions of th-k  order and formal finite or 

infinitesimal transitivity are invariant by th-k  order and formal 

equivalences, respectively. Thus, if we start with a formally transitive 
resp., th-k  order model, every solution of the fundamental system ( )SΩ  

resp., ( )SkΩ  is a formally transitive resp., th-k  order structure. The same 
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remarks apply of course to the infinitesimal context taking, however, the 
care in choosing for S a formally homogeneous and infinitesimally 
formally transitive resp., th-k  order infinitesimally transitive structure. 

Let us now make abstraction of the model. It is clear that a structure 
S is homogeneous of order k  if and only if this structure is a solution of a 
fundamental equation .kΩ  Moreover, each connected component of S is a 

solution of an infinitesimal equation kω  contained in .kΩ  Inasmuch, S is 

infinitesimally homogeneous of order k  if and only if each connected 
component is a solution of a finite or infinitesimal fundamental equation 
of order ,k  though these equations may vary along with the connected 
component. We have analogous conclusions in the formal context, the 
number of equations being infinite unless the hypotheses of the 
Proposition 1 be verified. 

We next inquire on the equations bearing on the finite jets of a 
structure S displaying their th-k  order or their formal transitivity 

attributes and start examining the infinitesimal aspects that will 
curiously place in evidence a new element namely, the Medolaghi-Vessiot 
equations (called improperly Vessiot-Medolaghi by several authors). 

Let us be given a structure S of species E, let us fix an integer k  and 
let us pose ourselves the following problem. What are the conditions to 
which are bound the finite jets ( ) ( ) PSyySj ⊂α∈+ ,1k  so that 

(a) the projection ( ) ( )SS kk +++ →− RR 1  be surjective (1-integrability 

at order k+ ) and 

(b) ( ) TPS →−+kR  be surjective (infinitesimal homogeneity of order k ). 

We observe immediately that the second condition can be replace, in 
view of (a), by the surjectivity of ( ) .1 TPS →−++kR  Moreover, we can 

replace the above problem by the following equivalent problem: 

( ) ( ) ( )SS 00
11a kk +++ →− RR  be surjective and 

( ) ( ) TPS →−++ 11b kR  be surjective, 
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since the small diagram hereafter is commutative and exact. 

 

We first examine the problem ( ).a1  The relations (3) lead us to introduce 

the equation 1+Θk  of order 1+k  and defined on the fibration ,PE →−  

{ ( ) ( ) ( ) }.exactis000
111 →−→−∈=Θ ρ+++++ ZZEJZ kkkk RR  

The following lemma is evident on account of the Lemma 1. 

Lemma 20. The equation 1+Θk  is invariant under the finite action of 

1++Γ k  as well as under the infinitesimal action of 1++kL  or, in other 

terms, 1+Θk  is a union of trajectories. Inasmuch, this equation is 

invariant under the left action of the groupoid P1++∏ k  on EJk  and the 

infinitesimal action of the algebroid .1TEJ ++k  The solutions of 1+Θk  are 

the local or global structures of species E verifying the condition .1a  

Since the condition 1b  is no other than the ( ) orderst-1+k  

infinitesimal homogeneity condition, we derive the following result: 

Proposition 4. A structure of species E verifies the conditions (a) and 
(b) if and only if each of its connected components is a solution of a finite 
or infinitesimal fundamental equation contained in the equation .1+Θk  

The connected structures satisfying (a) and (b) are the connected solutions 
of the infinitesimal fundamental equations contained in .1+Θk  

We thus see that there exists a whole family of differential equations 
of order 1+k  on the fibration PE →−  solving the proposed problem. 
Whereas the fundamental equations are well behaved with respect to 
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prolongations, this does not occur with the equations .1+Θk  In fact, there 

does not exist, a priori, any plausible relation between 1+Θk  and .kΘp  

Inasmuch, we can even add that there does not exist any apparent 
relation between ( )1+Θρ kk  and ,kΘ  all depending on the specific 

structure of the prolongation space E. We shall therefore search for the 
desired results with the help of the theorem of Quillen. 

With this in mind, let us first recall that this theorem strongly relies 
on the 2-acyclicity of the symbols and the Corollary 1 tells us that the 
homological properties of the symbols k+g  are uniform along the inverse 
image of an orbit of degree zero hence, in particular, along a fundamental 
equation .kF  On the other hand, if S is a solution of ,kF  S takes its 
values in the orbit of order zero ( ).0 kFF β=  Consequently, when kF  is 
integrable then 0FF kk J⊂  and this leads us naturally to only consider 
the prolongation space ( )pP ,,,0 πF  of order  that will be called 
subordinate to ( )pPE ,,, π  and whose prolongation structure is simply 
obtained by restricting the structure of E (cf., [9], Theorem 2). When 0F  
is a finite trajectory, the prolongation laws of E admit natural 
restrictions. Quite to the contrary, when the trajectory is infinitesimal, 
the infinitesimal prolongation law restricts without any problem while 
the finite law will have to be restricted, at each order ,k  not only to the 
open sub-groupoid of ,Pk+∏  composed by those finite jets that preserve 
the th-k  order transverse contact elements of dimension n tangent to 0F  
but also to the solutions of this sub-groupoid. In particular, the 

connected-α  component ( )0Pk+∏  is contained in this sub-groupoid. It 

is clear that 0FkJ  is invariant in EJk  (always respecting the above 
restrictions concerning the infinitesimal orbits) and we shall denote by 

( )01 F+Θk  and ( )0Fk+g  the equation 1+Θk  and the symbol ,k+g  
respectively, when restricted to 01F+kJ  and .0FkJ  The restricted symbol 
has the same homological properties everywhere. Lastly, we shall call 

admissible-0F  any fundamental equation contained in 1+Θk  and thus 
find the so claimed Medolaghi-Vessiot equations ([15], p.436, Equations 
(58) and (59)). 
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Theorem 3. Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite prolongation space of order 

( )pP ,,,, 0 πF  the prolongation space subordinate to an orbit 0F  and 

( )022 Fη=η  the integer from whereon the symbol ( ) ,, 20 η≥+ kk Fg  

becomes 2–acyclic. The linear equation ( )Sk+R  associated to any solution 

of an admissible-0F  fundamental equation of order 11 2 +η≥+k  is then 

transitive and formally integrable i.e., formally transitive. Moreover, 
when ( )0F∞∞ η=η  is the integer where from the restricted symbol 

( ) ,,0 ∞+ η≥kk Fg  becomes involutive, then the equation ( ) ,, ∞+ η≥kk SR  

is involutive. 

The argument is as follows. S being a solution of a fundamental 
equation of order ,1+k  we know (cf., the Lemma 8) that ( )Sk+R  as well 

as ( )S1++kR  are regular equations and that ( ) ( ).1 SpS kk +++ = RR  

Furthermore, the symbol ( ) ( ) ( )0
1 Fkkk +
−

+ = gg SjS  is 2-acyclic and the 

morphism ( ) ( )SS kk +++ →− RR 1  is surjective since S is a solution of the 

Medolaghi-Vessiot equations of order .1+k  We thus re-encounter the 
hypotheses of Quillen’s theorem ([12]) and consequently ( )Sk+R  is 

formally integrable. We also observe that ( ) pS =++ 2kR  ( )S1++kR  

since the equation of order 1++ k  is regular and the 2-acyclicity 
implies that ( )S2++kR  is also regular. An inductive argument will then 

show that all the equations ( )Sh++kR  are regular and that 

( ) ( ),1 SpS hh +++++ = kk RR  which by the way is already stated in the 

theorem of Quillen. We finally observe that this theorem does not require 
the regularity of the first two equations since it suffices in fact that 

( ),Sk+R  hence also its prolongation, be defined by a differential 

operator, which is always the case for the equations ( ).Sk+R  The 

regularity is just a Black Friday extra bonus. 
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Corollary 9. When ( )0Fg  is 2-acyclic then every solution S of an 
admissible-0F  fundamental equation of order 1 is an infinitesimally 

formally transitive structure of species E (more so, of species 0F ). If, 
further, ( )0Fg  is involutive, the same will be true for the structure S, i.e., 
for the equation ( ).SR  

We can now consider the section Sjk  as being a structure of species 
,EJk  prolongation of order k  of the structure S and the last theorem can 

be paraphrased by the 

Corollary 10. Let ( )pP ,,,0 πF  be the prolongation space subordinate 
to an orbit 0F  of ( ).,,, pPE π  The th-k  order prolongation of any 

admissible-0F  fundamental equation of order 11 2 +η≥+k  is a 
structure of species EJk  (viz. of species kJ ) that moreover is 
infinitesimally formally transitive. Inasmuch, the prolongation of order 

∞η≥  is an involutive structure. 

We need not play, for the prolongued structures, the Ehresmannian 
semi or non-holonomic game, i.e., by considering spaces like ( ),EJJh k+  
since we can see promptly that ( ) ( ) ( )SSj hh ++++ = kkk RR  as soon as we 

define these equations by the contact order of the prolongued vector fields 
with the sections defining respectively the structure. 

Corollary 11. Let 1+kF  be an integrable fundamental equation 
contained in 1+Θk  and assume that ( ) ,, 1000 ++ ρ= kk FFFg  is 2-acyclic. 
Then, for any ,0≥h  the h-th prolongation 1+kFhp  is an admissible-0F  
fundamental equation of order ,1++ hk  namely, the unique integrable 
fundamental equation projecting onto .1+kF   

In order to prove this statement, we take an arbitrary connected 
solution S of ,1+kF  set ( ) ,1, ≥= ++ hySjY hh kk  and denote by h+kF  the 
fundamental equation of order h+k  (finite of infinitesimal according to 
the nature of 1+kF ) that contains the point .hY +k  The Theorem 3 tells us 
that ( )Sk+R  is transitive and formally integrable whereupon we 
conclude that: 
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(a) The structure S is formally homogeneous hence im ,hSj ++ ⊂ khk F  

i.e., h+kF  is integrable and consequently 

.11 ++++ ⊂⊂ kkk FFF hhh pp  

(b) The morphism 

( ) ( )
1

0
1

0
−++ −++++ →−

hh YhYh kk kk RR  

is surjective hence h+kF  is admissible-0F  and, on account of the    

Lemma 12, the mapping ( )
hYh ++ kk  is also surjective. The 2-acyclicity of 

( )0Fk+g  implies (Lemma 15) that 10 +=µ k  is equal to the integer that 

stabilizes the symbols tangent to the equations kF  and consequently 

(Corollary 10), hh p +++ = kk FF 1  or, in other terms, .11 +++ = kk FF hh p  The 

uniqueness of the equation 1++hkF  is obvious since any other integrable 

fundamental equation of order 1++ hk  that projects onto 1+kF  is 

necessarily contained hence equal to .1+kFhp  

This corollary shows that given an admissible-0F  and integrable 

fundamental equation 11, 21 +η≥++ kkF  (cf., the Theorem 3), there 

will be no place in pushing any further the calculations that is to say, 
search for solutions S of admissible-0F  fundamental equations h++1kF  

projecting upon 1+kF  since we shall find no other than the solutions of 

,1+kF  no additional restriction being therefore possible. 

We thus see that the local or global structures of species E admitting 
an infinitesimally formally transitive prolongation can be searched for 
among the solutions of the admissible-0F  and integrable fundamental 

equations of orders ( ) .11 02 +η≥+ Fk  Moreover, this method exhausts 

the connected structures. In fact, if Sjk  is an infinitesimally formally 

transitive structure, the equation ( )Sk+R  is formally integrable and 

transitive. Taking, if necessary, an integer ,kk >′  this equation acquires 
a 2-acyclic symbol. Since, by definition, this equation verifies the 
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conditions (a) and (b), the section S is the solution of a fundamental 
equation 1+kF  contained in 1+Θk  (Proposition 3) and thereafter is 

,admissible-0F  where .100 +ρ= kFF  Since ( )0Fk+g  is 2-acyclic, we can 

find the structure S by the method of the Theorem 3. When the structure 
is not connected, each of its components can be determined by the above 
method. 

The preceding results involve integrable fundamental equations 
hence it is high time for us to examine the formal integrability of the less 
restrictive admissible-0F  fundamental equations. The next lemma as 

well as the theorem show that, subject to reasonable hypotheses, the 
Medolaghi-Vessiot equations have good properties with respect to 
prolongations and formal integrability. 

Lemma 21. Let 1+kF  be an admissible-0F  fundamental equation 

verifying the two properties: φ≠+1kFp  and ( )0Fk+g  is 2-acyclic. Then 

1+kFp  is also an admissible-0F  fundamental equation. 

In order to prove this rather remarkable result, we first observe that 
the condition φ≠+1kFp  entails (Corollary 2) that 1+kFp  is a regular 

equation of order ,2+k  namely, a locally trivial affine sub-bundle of 

12 ++ →− kk FEJ  and, in particular, that its tangent symbol ( ) ,2 Z+γk  at a 

point 1+∈ kFpZ  is the algebraic prolongation of ( ) ,, 11, ZYY ++ ρ=∆ kkk  

the latter being the symbol tangent to 1+kF  at the point Y. We also know 

(Lemma 11) that 1+kFp  is a union of trajectories, i.e., the trajectory 2+kF  

that contains the point Z is entirely contained in .1+kFp  We infer that 

the tangent symbol ( )Z2,1 ++∆ kk  of 2+kF  at the point Z is contained in 

( ) .2 Z+γk  Let us now re-examine the diagram (8) at its stage ( )1,1 +k  

where we shall replace the kernel kk ,1−∆  by im .k  The fact that 1+kF  be 

admissible-0F  implies (Lemma 12) that im ( ) ( )YY 1,1 ++ ∆= kkk  and the 

proper definition of ( ( ) )kk 7.,cf  shows that im ( ) ⊂+ Z2k  ( ) .2,1 Z++∆ kk  
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Last but not least, the 2-acyclicity of ( )0Fk+g  implies that the third 

vertical sequence in (8), i.e., the sequence 

( ) ( ) ( )YyYyZ imTPTim kkkk ⊗→∆⊗→ ∗δ
+

∗δ
+

2
1,2   

,ZY kρ=  is exact. But this means precisely that ( )Zim 2+k  is the 

algebraic prolongation of ( )Y1, +∆ kk  or, in other terms, that im ( )Z2+k  

( ) ( )ZZ 2,12 +++ ∆⊃γ= kkk  and consequently that im ( ) ( ) .2,12 ZZ +++ ∆= kkk  

The trajectory 2+kF  is admissible-0F  (Lemma 12) and 12 ++ = kk FF p  

since ( )Z2+k  is surjective (Corollary 6) and the symbols tangent to both 

of these equations coincide (cf., the proof of the Lemma 14). 

Theorem 4. Let 1+kF  be an admissible-0F  fundamental equation 

and let us further assume that the symbol ( )0Fk+g  is 3-acyclic. Then 

1+kF  is formally integrable if and only if φ≠+1kFp  (on each fibre!) and, 

this being the case, each 1+kFhp  is an admissible-0F  fundamental 

equation. If, moreover, ( )0Fk+g  is involutive then 1+kF  is also involutive. 

The proof is almost obvious. We know, according to the Corollary 2, 
that φ≠+1kFp  if and only if 1+kF  is 1-integrable and, whenever this 

condition is fulfilled, that 1+kFp  is also a regular equation. More 

precisely, 1+kFp  is a locally trivial affine sub-bundle of .12 ++ →− kk FEJ   

The 3-acyclicity hypothesis on ( )0Fk+g  entails, having in mind the 

Lemma 16, that the tangent symbol 1, +∆ kk  of 1+kF  is everywhere            

2-acyclic. We can then complete the proof using a non-linear version of 
the theorem of Quillen and showing the formal integrability of 1+kF  by 

induction on the integer h so as to propagate the result of the preceding 
lemma to all the prolongations (see, for a hint, [12] and [7]). 

Scholium 1. When ( )pPE ,,, π  is an analytic prolongation space 

and when 1+kF  is an admissible-0F  1-integrable fundamental equation 

whose symbol ( )0Fk+g  is 3-acyclic, then 1+kF  is integrable, each of its 
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elements being the ( ) jet-1+k  of an analytic solution S. Furthermore, the 

solutions of any such equation are analytic structures whose 
prolongations of order 1+k  are infinitesimally transitive. 

Prolonguing if necessary the equation ,1+kF  we find an equation with 

involutive symbol hence the result is a consequence of the Cartan-Kähler 
or the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya (or even perhaps the Monge-Ampère?) 
theorems. The last assertion follows from the above mentioned theorems 
and an eventual prolongation procedure of the formally integrable 
equation ( )Sk+R  so as to attain involutivity. 

The condition φ≠+1kFp  is a point wise imposition since, for this to 

be so, it is necessary and sufficient that, at a point ,1+∈ kFY  the tangent 

space 1+kFYT  contain a contact element of order 1 transverse to the 

fibration PEJ →−+1k  and holonomic. This condition corresponds, when 

,0=k  to what the author of [14] calls The generalized Jacobi relations, 
that seem rather out of place. 

Let us next show that the restrictions ( )01 F+Θk  of 1+Θk  to the 

subordinate prolongation spaces are closed sub-sets of .01F+kJ  We shall 

prove simultaneously that the restrictions ( )0
1

11 F−
++ βΘ kk ∩  are closed 

sub-spaces in ( ),0
1

1 F−
+βk  where .: 11 EJEJ kkk →−β ++  The argument 

will be based on a local coordinates calculation which, in its essence, can 
already be found in [1], Vol. 2, Chapter V, Section 9 (Cenni sulle ricerche 
di Engel-Medolaghi-Vessiot). 

Let ( )ix  be a system of local coordinates defined on an open set U of 

P, ( )λyxi ,  an adapted system on the open set U  of E and 

( ) k≤α
λ
α

λ yyxi ,,  the corresponding system on ( ) .1 EJkk ⊂β− U  Let us 

further denote by ( )iz  the same coordinates ( )ix  on U and then start 

our coordinate juggling game. 
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At each point ( )izz =  belonging to U, the vector field 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,!1 111
,

nnni
zi zxzxzxxzx βββββ −−=−∂∂−β=ξ …  

,1 k≤β≤  

vanishes at the point z and, consequently, ( ) ( ) ( ) .0
, zzii TPJzjz kk ∈ξ= ββ  

We further remark that the set { ( )}zi
β  is a basis of this Lie algebra, the 

Engel basis according to the terminology of [15] since, as soon as 

,ii x∂∂ξ=ξ ∑  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).zzxzj i
i βββ ∂ξ∂=ξ ∑ k  

The sections TPJUi
0: k→β  are differentiable and constitute a local 

basis of the fibre bundle .0 UTPJk  Let us now place ourselves in the 

context of an th-  prolongation space E and let us re-take the above 

notations with k  replaced by .k+  To each section ,1, k+≤β≤β
i  of 

,0TPJk  corresponds a prolongued vector field β
ip k  of EJk  defined on the 

open set ( )U1−αk  and taking its values in the vector bundle .EVJk  The 

set of all these prolongued vector fields is not, in general, linearly 
independent at all the points but, nevertheless, it generates the vertical 

distribution .EVJkk ∩∆  However, for any ( ),1 UZ −α∈ k  the isotropy 

( )Z
0
k+R  is the set of all the linear combinations of the ( ) order-k+  

Engel basis, at the point z, whose coefficients are precisely those that 
establish a relation of linear dependence among the prolongued vectors 

.βiZp   In order to better describe the vector space of these linear 

relations, let us return, with the obvious modifications, to the exact 
sequence (7) of [9] namely, 

,0 00 EVJEJTPJ P kkkk
kλ

++ →×→→ R  
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and let us set 

( ) ., λ
α

αλ

≤α

∂∂=λ ∑ ya
k

k  

The coefficients ( )αλ,a  are linear forms defined on the vector bundle 

EJTPJ P kk ×+
0  and it is evident that 0

k+∈ RW  if and only if         

( )( ) 0, =αλ Wa  for any pair ( )., αλ  The local basis { }βi  of UTPJ 0
k+  lifts, 

by reciprocal image, onto a local basis of the fibre bundle 

( ).10 UTPJ P
−

+ α× kk  

Let us now write 

( )
( )
( )( ) ,,

,
, ∗βαλ

β
αλ ∑= iiaa   

where {( ) }∗β
i  is the dual basis to { }.β

i  The matrix of kλ 1 with respect to 

the local bases { }βi  of ( )U10 −
+ β× kk PTPJ  and { }λα∂∂ y  of ( ) EVJV kk ⊂β− U1  

is no other than ( )
( ),,

,
αλ

β ia  a matrix whose coefficients are functions defined 

on the open set ( ).1 U−βk  Furthermore, the dimension of ( )Z
0
k+R  is equal 

to the co-rank of this matrix since the above isotropy is the common 

kernel of the forms ( ).,αλa  Let us now take a point 1
1

−
+β∈ kW  

( ) EJ 1+⊂ kU  projecting in Z and let us indicate by 

( )
( )( ) ,11,11,,

, +≤β≤+≤α≤αλ
β kkib  

the matrix of .1+λk  The commutative diagram 

                                                      
1not to be confounded with the indices .λ  
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EVJEJTPJ

T

EVJEJTPJ

P

P

kkk

kkk

k

k

λ

+

+

λ

+++

→×

ρ↓↓

→×
+

0

11
0

1
1

 

shows that 1+λρ kT  factors to EJTPJ P kk ×+
0  onto the morphism kλ  

and, consequently, the matrix of 1+λk  transcribes by 

,
0














A

CB
 

where A is the matrix of kλ  and the blocks (B C) are formed by the 

components of the forms ( ) ,1,, +=ααλ kb  the block C being formed by 

the ( )
( ),,

,
αλ

β jb  with .1++=β k  The coordinates being fixed, we can 

identify ( )zTPJ 0
k+  to a direct factor of ( ) ,0

1 zTPJ ++k  the forms ( )αλ,
Za  

then becoming linear forms on the second space. Under these conditions, 

the surjectivity of ( ) ( )ZW
00

1 kk +++ → RR  simply means that the quotient 

sub-space [ ( ) ] [ ( ) ]αλαλ ,,
ZW ab  projects injectively into the space 

[ ( ) ] ,1+=β
∗β

kzi  where [ ] indicates the generated sub-space. However, the 

rank of this projection is given by the rank of the block WC  and, 

consequently, the surjectivity can be translated by the following 
condition: The rank, at the point W, of the above matrix is equal to the 
rank of 

.
0

0














A

C
 

Since the rank of C can vary, this condition cannot be translated, locally, 
by the vanishing of a certain number of determinants. We remark 
nevertheless that ( )W1++kg  is the simultaneous kernel of the 
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restrictions, to the total symbol, of the forms ( ) ,1,, +=ααλ kb  hence the 

rank of ,WC  equal to the co-dimension of ( ) ,1 W++kg  is constant above a 

trajectory 0F  of E, where after, we can determine locally, in the 

reciprocal image ( ),0
1

1 F−
+βk  the equality of the ranks of these two 

matrices by means of the nullity of a certain number of determinants. 

The equation 1+Θk  is therefore closed in ( ).0
1

1 F−
+βk  In particular, 

( )01 F+Θk  is closed in .01F+kJ  

The above reasoning amounts to a long elimination process. In fact, if 

we write explicitly the linear equations, bearing on the components i
βξ  of 

a jet ( ) ,0
11 TPJzj ++++ ∈ξ kk  that define the sub-space ( ) ,0

1 W++kR  then 

the projection of this isotropy in ( )Z
0
k+R  will have, besides the equations 

defining ( ) ,0
Zk+R  all those that arise from the equations 

( ) ,1,0, +=α=αλ kb  by the elimination of the unknowns .1, ++=βξβ ki  

However, this elimination consists in taking the linear and linearly 
independent relations among the lines of C namely, the linear 
combinations that annihilate the lines of C and rewrite these same 
relations with the help of the lines of B. We shall thus obtain the 

auxiliary equations that define the projection of ( ) .0
1 W++kR  The equality 

of rank condition for these two matrices means precisely that the 
auxiliary equations are linear combinations of the equations defining 

( )Z
0
k+R  or, equivalently, the equations whose coefficients are given by 

the lines of A. We thus find (apparently) the arguments of [15], p.297, 
which are performed at first order and for the almost-structures modelled 
on a transitive Lie pseudo-group. 

Proposition 5. When ( )pP,,,0 πF  is the prolongation space 

subordinate to an orbit 0F  contained in E, then the equation ( )01 F+Θk  in 

01F+kJ  is a closed sub-set locally defined by the vanishing of a certain 
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number of determinants namely, those that establish the equality of ranks 
of the previously indicated matrices. Moreover, the rank of the first matrix 

is equal to the fibre co-dimension of 01
0

1 FR +++ kk J  and the rank of the 

sub-matrix C is equal to the co-dimension of ( ).01 F++kg  

A prolongation space ( )pPE ,,, π  of order  is said to be 

homogeneous when Γ  or, equivalently, P∏  operates transitively on E. 

Examples of such spaces are the total spaces of th-  order G-structures 

as well as those of almost-structures modelled on a transitive Lie pseudo-
group and all the previous results transcribe in this context where we 
replace 0F  by ( ).0F=E  Moreover, the only proper subordinate 

prolongation spaces are the infinitesimal orbits in E. We terminate this 
section by resuming all the data concernig formal transitivity. 

Theorem 5. Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite prolongation space of order  

and ( )pP,,,0 πF  the prolongation space subordinate to an orbit 0F  

contained in E. Let us denote by ( )022 Fη=η  the integer where after the 

symbol ( ) ,, 20 η≥+ kk Fg  becomes 2-acyclic and by ∞η  the integer where 

after this symbol becomes involutive. Under these conditions: 

(i) The non-linear equations ( ) ,0, ≥++ hShkR  associated to every 

solution S of an admissible-0F  fundamental equation of order ≥+ 1k  

,12 +η  are transitive (in ( )( )Sα  Lie sub-groupoids that further are   

closed, locally trivial and regularly embedded in ( ),Sh α∏ ++k  

( ) ( )SpS hh +++++ = kk RR 1  and the morphism 

( ) ( )SS hh +++++ →− kk RR 1  

is a submersion. If, moreover, the isotropy groups ( )yhS0
++kR  at a point 

( )Sy α∈  are all connected (or else project one upon the other), then the 

above submersions become surjective and the equation ( )Sk+R                   

will be formally integrable. This being the case, the k-th order prolongation 

of the structure S is also formally transitive above the open set ( ).Sα  
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(ii) The connected-α  components ( )0Sh++kR  also verify the same 

regularity properties, the transitivity taking place in each connected 
component of ( )Sα  hence everywhere when S is connected. Finally, the 

prolongation-projection properties stated above also transcribe for the 
connected components namely, ( ) ( )001 SpS hh +++++ = kk RR  and 

( ) ( )001 SS hh +++++ →− kk RR  

is a submersion or, in other terms, the equation ( )0Sk+R  is formally 

integrable and becomes involutive when .∞η≥k  

The proof is essentially provided by all the preceding sorites. 

Let us next observe that the fibres of the fibration 

( ) ( )SS hh
00

1 +++++ →− kk RR  

are affine sub-spaces. Consequently, if for some integer h the isotropy 

( )yh S0
++kR  is connected, the same will occur for all higher order 

isotropies at that point and the transitivity of ( )Sh++kR  will further 

imply that ( )yh S ′++
0
kR  is also connected at any other point ( ).Sy α∈′  

Corollary 12. The given data and the hypotheses being those of the 

theorem, let us assume further that ( )yS0
k+R  be connected at a point 

( ).Sy α∈  Then ( )Sk+R  is formally integrable and the k-th order 

prolongation of any solution S of 1+kF  is a formally transitive structure. 

We thus see that the infinitesimal formal transitivity properties 
imply the same properties for the finite formal transitivity as long as we 
restrict the finite order equivalences to the α-connected components of 
the non-linear Lie equations associated to the structure S. Whenever one 
of the isotropy groups is connected, all the other goups are also connected 
and the formal transitivity is assured without any restriction. 
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We can equally define the ( )−+ 1k st order equations 1
~

+Θk  by 

considering the set of all EJZ 1+∈ k  such that the morphism 

( ) ( ) ZZ ρ+++ →− 00
1 kk RR  

is surjective. These equations are obviously invariant by the action of 

1++Γ k  and P1++∏ k  and .~
11 ++ Θ⊂Θ kk  Moreover, every solution of a 

finite fundamental equation of order 1+k  contained in 1
~

+Θk  verifies the 

following two properties: 

(a) ( ) ( )SS kk +++ →− RR 1  is surjective, and 

(b) ( )Sk+R  is homogeneous of order .k  

The fact that S is a solution of a fundamental equation implies 
(Lemma 8) that both equations are “good” Lie sub-groupoids. Taking a 
finite trajectory 0F  in E as well as the corresponding subordinate 

prolongation space, we shall obtain all the structures admitting formally 
transitive prolongations - at least for each connected component of such 
structures - as the solutions of admissible-0F  fundamental equations 

(i.e., contained in ),~
011 F++Θ kk J∩  in applying the non-linear version of 

Quillen’s theorem at the level of 2-acyclicity. Finally, if we ascend to the 
level of involutivity, we shall obtain involutive equations and 
consequently transitive structures, for short, in the analytic case. 
Besides, it is clear that the solutions of these fundamental equations are, 
up to a prolongation, infinitesimally formally transitive and that the 
preceding results concerning the properties of admissible-0F  

fundamental equations can be entirely transcribed when the 

admissibility is taken with respect to 1
~

+Θk  since the conditions (a) and 

(b) for the non-linear equations imply the corresponding conditions for 

the linear equations. Unfortunately, The equations 1
~

+Θk  are not 

susceptible of a good analytical description since the surjectivity of the 
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isotropy groups is more likely a global topological problem involving 
connected components once this surjectivity is verified at the Lie algebra 
level, i.e., when the linear sequence 

( ) ( ) 000
1 →−→− ρ+++ ZZ kkk RR  

is exact. 

We finally remark that all the preceding definitions and results are 
based on the general pseudo-group ( )PΓ  of P and the groupoids .Pk+∏  

We can however and without any additional difficulties by simply 
adapting the definitions, re-write the entire section in the restricted 
context though it seems unavoidable, due to the nature of the various 
concepts, to consider no other but the transitive pseudo-groups. In fact, 
when Γ  is a transitive Lie pseudo-group of order 0k  operating on the 

manifold P and L  the corresponding infinitesimal pseudo-algebra, we 
can replace the general equivalence problem by the restricted one, the 
fundamental equations then becoming the finite or infinitesimal 
trajectories of the prolonged pseudo-groups or pseudo-algebras k+Γ  and 

.k+L  In much the same way, we shall replace, in the notions of 

homogeneity and transitivity, the general equivalence by the restricted 
one limiting ourselves to the elements of Γ+kJ  and .Lk+J  

3. Formally Transitive Structures 

Let ( )pPE ,,, π  be a finite prolongation space of order  that we 

assume, from now on, homogeneous or else we restrict our attention to a 
subordinate prolongation space relative to an orbit of order zero. 

We next consider a formally homogeneous structure S of species E 
and will say that another structure S’ is formally equivalent to S when, 
for all integers 0≥k  and for any pair of points ( )Sy α∈  and ( ),Sy ′α∈′  

there exists k+∏∈Y  such that ( ( )) ( )ySjySjY ′′= kk  or, in other terms, 

when the two jets belong to the same th-k  order finite orbit namely, the 

orbit containing .Sjim k  The jet Y will be named a th-k  order finite 
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equivalence. Further, we shall say that the formal equivalence is 
dominated when there exists an integer 0ν  such that every finite 

equivalence Y of order 0ν≥k  is “dominated” by a finite equivalence Y~  of 

order ,1+k  where .~ YY =ρk  This being so, every finite equivalence of 

order 0ν≥k  is induced, at order ,k  by an infinite order equivalence 

namely, by an infinite jet ( ) ,0≥hhY  where hY  is a finite equivalence of 

order h and .1 hhh YY =ρ +  Such an infinite jet is, in view of the Theorem 

of Borel, the infinite jet ( )yj ϕ∞  of a local diffeomorphism ϕ  of the 

manifold P. The notion of dominated formal equivalence is actually the 
notion of equivalence most often adopted in the study of G-structures. 
The recurrent construction of principal bundles whose elements are the 

th-k  order equivalences of the flat model with the G-structure, this being 

achieved by requiring the nullity of the successive structure tensors or 
else by equivalent conditions imposed on the fundamental forms where 
after culminating in the desired dominated formal equivalence 

We shall say that two germs of structures of species E are formally 
equivalent when they admit formally equivalent representatives, the 
dominated equivalence being defined similarly with the help of 
representatives. The study of the formal equivalence of formally 
infinitesimally transitive structures is a consequence of the Corollary 15. 

Theorem (of formal equivalence) 6. Let S be a connected 
infinitesimally formally transitive structure of type E and ( )S22 η=η  the 

integer where after the symbol ( ) ,, 2η≥+ kk Sg  is 2-acyclic. In order that 

a structure S’ be formally equivalent to S it is necessary and sufficient 
that S ’ be a solution of the fundamental equation 12 +ηF  that contains im 

.12 Sj +η  Such a structure S’ is infinitesimally formally transitive and its 

symbol ( )S′+kg  has, for all ,0≥k  the same homological properties of the 

initial one, the formal equivalence being a consequence of the finite 
equivalence of order .12 +η  Moreover, if S or one of its prolongations is 

formally transitive, that will notably take place when the non-linear 
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isotropy groups ( )yS0
k+R  at a point 0y  project, for ,0kk ≥  one upon the 

other or else when one of these groups is connected, then the same will 
hold for S ’ and the formal equivalence will be of dominated type. 

The structure S being connected, it is also homogeneous at any order 
and consequently im Sj 12 +η  is contained in a fundamental equation 

12 +ηF  that is admissible due to the ( ) st-12 +η  order infinitesimal 

transitivity of S. The uniformity of the homological properties of the 
symbols implies that ( )Skk ++ = gg  is 2-acyclic for 2η≥k  and the 

Corollary 15 then shows that S and S’ are, for all ,0≥k  solutions of 
,12 +ηFkp  which is the admissible fundamental equation, orbit of             

im .12 Sj ++η k  The property relative to the symbols ( )S′+kg  is an 

immediate consequence of the Lemma 5. Finally, the part concerning the 
formal transitivity of S’ as well as the dominated equivalence result by 
an easy argument on the isotropy groups. We shall remark, for that 
matter, that the set of all the th-k  order equivalences with a given source 

y and a given target y’ is a homogeneous space of the isotropy groups 

( )yS0
k+R  and ( ) .0

yS ′+ ′kR  

Remark. The connectedness hypothesis of the structure S can be 
replaced by the formal homogeneity or even by the homogeneity of order 

,12 +η  in such a way as to assure that im Sj 12 +η  be contained within an 

orbit. 

Corollary 13. Let S be a connected structure or a formally 
homogeneous structure whose th-µ  prolongation is infinitesimally 

transitive and let 2η  be the integer from where on all the symbols 

( ) ,, 2η≥+ kk Sg  become 2-acyclic. In order that S’ be formally equivalent 

to S, it is necessary and sufficient that S’ be a solution of the fundamental 
equation { },,, 21 ηµ=+ maxkkF  that contains im .1Sj +k  The th-µ  

prolongation of such a structure S’ is infinitesimally formally transitive. 
If, further, one of the prolongations of S is formally transitive, the same 
will occur with S ’ and the formal equivalence will be dominated. 
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The formal problem being resolved, we can proceed with our inquiry 
and look at what really matters, namely, the local equivalence of the two 
structures. But here there is no way out other than to integrate the 
fundamental equations. 

As for non-transitive structures, we should point out that much can 
be said in the case where the pseudo-group of local automorphisms or the 
pseudo-algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms have regular orbits and, 
more precisely, when these orbits are distributed within a regular 
foliation. We can even assume that their prolongations to E provide as 
well regular foliations. In this case we can define, at least locally, 
quotient prolongation spaces and quotient structures and, adapting 
accordingly the definitions, we shall be able to rewrite most of what was 
stated in this and in the previous section and consequently study the 
local as well as the global equivalence problems. We should also mention 
that Pradine’s holonomy groupoid is certainly a powerful tool that will 
hopefully determine the equivalences. 

We finally say a few words on a rather outstanding example of a 
transitive and homogeneous structure, one of the many Chef – d′Oeuvres 
given to us by Élie Cartan ([3], [4]). We are referring here to the Systèmes 
de Pfaff en Drapeau or, in celtic, Flag Systems. 

These are very special non-integrable Pfaffian systems enjoying the 
property of “slowly increasing their manifestation” of non-integrability or, 
in other terms, the successive derived systems decrease their dimensions 
just by one unit and, of course, terminate by the null system. The most 
remarkable about these systems is the fact that they provide a vivid 
example of one of Cartan’s merihedric (mériédrique) prolongation and 
equivalence processes. Since all this can already be learnt in [11], [10], 
and [8], we shall only tell “a nice story” about them. First of all, and this 
is the main fact, the automorphism groups and algebras of arbitrary Flag 
Systems are all canonically isomorphic and, more specifically, they are all 
canonically isomorphic to the Darboux automorphisms emanating from 

the equation .132 0dxxdx =−  We can however study and classify these 
structures with the help of the isotropy groups and algebras of arbitrary 
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orders. These are intrinsically defined objects and the classification 
comes out upon looking at the differences in the co-ranks of these 
(Fréchet infinite dimensional) groups and algebras at least for those flags 
that the author in [9] calls elementary. When the systems are non-
elementary, their classification becomes much more delicate and a new 
phenomenon does occur namely, the appearance of continuous or even 
differentiable deformations (variations) of a given flag via non-equivalent 
flags. However, we can also cope with such phenomena by considering 
again the isotropy algebras as discrete (finite number of variables) 
moduli. Most authors still employ the rather clumsy and outdated 
pseudo-normal forms introduced, way back in 1980, by the present 
author though the above terminology is due to others. At present, we can 
do no better than apologize for having considered these silly and uncouth 
objects and where several authors come forth with fathom deep proofs 
that nobody will ever read nor understand except, and with all the 
blessing and mercy of the All Mighty, those authors that wrote them. 

And what about the totally intransitive or rigid structures. For this, 
we shall be forced to “admire the fragile and beautiful butterfly that 
opens its wings in Aix-en-Provence and causes not the display of similar 
wings in Fukushima but a tsunami”. This being a rather long subject we 
shall not even try to say a word about it hoping that other authors give 
us much to read and enjoy. 
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